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Crime Stories
From Guardian Angels
to gang bangers, teens
tackle negative images.

·MaN

What's
Inside:
The Shame of Being
Smart.
Are smart students pressured by their peers to fail
in the classroom? Find
out on page 9.

An Interview with Guy.
Meet the R&B group
which is soaring to the top
of the charts with a new
sound. Read more on
page 14.

After Prom Guide.
Find out where you and
your date can continue
the celebration after
prom. Look on page 12.
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INSIDE TRACK
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Students apply creativity
to admissions' game
Some students will do anything to get into the college
of their choice ...

-

--

By Jordan Kessler

---
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Illustration by Robert English

Teens watch fitness pass them by
By Jen Perry and
Debbie Flapan
(YNS) - Kelly bent over as the
pain ripped through her abdomen.
She gasped for air while trying to
wipe away the sweat that burned
her eyes.
Fortunately she wasn't alone in
her distress. Surrounding her
were 20 other teenagers consumed with agony.
No medieval torture chamber
was a horrible as this; this was
gym class, where innocent children were forced to exercise, the
torture of the 80s.
The only positive thought Kelly
could focus on was that after the

next 13 laps, she would be finished with the infamous "mile and
a half."
Theoretically, teenagers like
Kelly should be experiencing the
healthiest times of their lives.
Instead, a large percentage are
physically unfit.
Only 30 percent of teens are in
shape, according to Dr. Herbert
Lerner, a South Side pediatrician.
"Especially Chicago teens. The
Chicago public gym classes don't
do much as far as I can tell from the
kids I've seen."
Some students disagreed. "I'm

What ·i s YNS?
Youth Communication, the
publisher of New Expression,
is a member of the Youth News
Service (YNS), a computerized
news cooperative of student
news media.
Through membership in
YNS, Youth Communication
maintains access to news and
information about youth issues
gathered from YNS member
newspapers across the United

States and Canada. There are
12 YNS city bureaus and a national bureau in Washington D.C.
Youth Communication staff
members file stories that may
appear in other YNS member
newspapers, in YNS News, a
biweekly publication with 300
subscriber schools, and on YNS
Newsline, a computer-distrubuted weekly news update.

definitely physically fit," said Tim
Hyfantis, a senior at Mather. "I
exercise a lot and I work out. It's
too bad that a lot of people don't
work out because they don't have
the time."
Demetrius Winfield, a senior at
Westinghouse, said, "I'm kind of in
shape. I could do more, but (during
the week) I have to study and after
that I'm tired. I get lazy on Saturdays, too. If I really put my mind to
it I could probably do it. But at least
taking gym gives me time to exercise."
The physical inadequacies of
teenagers are caused by several
things, according to Lerner. A lack
of motivation is the primary reason, he said.
"This is a spectator's society.
Teenagers are not turned on by
physical exercise. They would
rather watch television. And, of
course, most teens have homework to do which doesn't leave
much time for exercise.
"It's a question of time - society
in general doesn't exercise nearly
as much as it should for that reason."
Dr. Lerner said it is not hard to
get in shape.
"From my personal experience,
the hard part is staying in shape.
Anyone can get in shape if he
starts out slowly."

Don·t Read This!!!
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Unless you're interested in:
Illustration
Photography
Publication Design
Youth Communication, publisher of New Expression, Invites student artists to
apply to Its third annual Graphics and Photography Workshop.
You will benefit from the hands on experience you will receive from practicing
professionals. Also, your work will be published In New Expression, which
reaches more than 120,000 people each month.
The seven week workshop runs from July 5th through August 18, and will
takes place at YC's downtown offices, 207 S. Wabash, 8th floor. Stop by to fill
out an application or call Eric Williams at 663-0543 for more Information.
Applications are due by 4 p.m., May 5.
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A college applicant is attending
an interview at Princeton. He invites the interviewer outside and
demonstrates to the interviewer
how he built the entire car himself.
The college accepts him
All in a day's work for a high
school senior seeking to get in to
the school of his choice.
With the rising competition for
admission to good colleges, many
students are resorting to special
gimmicks to make themselves
memorable to admission officers.
These gimmicks may include
anything from sending the application on videotape to skywriting a
plea over the admissions building.
According to Ed Moore, admissions officer at Loyola, the reason
why students resort to using gimmicks is the·pressure put on them
by society.
"They're competing with other
students and they have to live up
to their parents' expectations.
Students think a good college
equals a good job."
Many of the tricks involve minor
schemes, like sending picture
albums or articles written about
the applicant, rather than outlandish actions.
One student applying to Northwestern wrote his application in a
little paper pyramid, with directions on how to put it together,
while another sent an enormous
dress box full of jawbreakers.
Another student took four years
of bagpipe lessons so that he
could be Harvard's only bagpipe-

playing acceptee.
Some students simply try to
emphasize a special skill or experience.
A student at NewTrier wrote her
admission essay about "What it
Means to have a Retarded Sibling," which helped get her into
Tufts University.
Persistence plays a part in the
college admissions game. One
student
camped
outside
Harvard's admission office while
another reapplied to the school,
claiming he was more qual~ied
since the last application.
So how well do these gimmicks
work?
Moore discourages them. He
said they may work at small
schools that have time to consider
applicants closely. But most tricks
don't work and may even backfire,
he added.
Loyola was once so annoyed at
a student who sent his application
on videotape that they sent the
tape back with a note saying,
"We don't own a VCR."
Yet, sometimes a little imagination can make a difference. Mary
Poole, admissions officer at
Northwestern, said no matter how
funny or imaginative they are,
tricks won't work ~ the academic
record is not strong.
"We're perfectly willing to deal
with whatever comes," she said.
"We're interested in anything the
student wants to tell us about the
themselves."

Stay a Step Ahead ...
Join Our Posse
Project College Bound is a program which
helps public high school students tackle the
college admissions' process. We are already off
to a good start for the next year (89-90)-- so

hurry while there's still time to get involved.
You can be the one who knows all the right
answers.
As a peer counselor, you will have the rare
opportunity to assist in establishing a college
club at your high school, to learn about the
college admissions process, and then pass the
information on to your peers.
Many students have already expressed their
support and interest in our program .

Our next city wide meeting will be Saturday, May 6, 1989, at 10 a.m. in the
State of Illinois Building (Clark and
Randolph) on the 9th floor in Room
040.

Guardian Angels risk lives to fight crime
7b find out the reasons teens become
Guardian Angels
and the risks they
take, New Expression rode with the
Angels...
By Adolfo Mendez
It's Tuesday evening.
Two men, who look intoxicated,
board a northbound Congress/
Douglas train carrying a bottle of
vodka, orange juice and a six pack
of beer.
As one of the men enters the
conductor's car, he notices Sergio
Terrazas, a 1988 Whitney Young
graduate and a Guardian Angel ,
standing near the sliding doors.
In th.e same car sit two police
officers from the Public Transportation Unit.
"Cops and the Guardian Angels--how safe can you get?" one
of the intoxicated men says.
The men pass by Terrazas and
sit four feet away from the police
officers. One officer, Anthony Biamonte, rises from his seat and
faces them.
"What do we have here?" Biamonte asks, after spotting the
vodka and orange juice. "Looks
like you're going to have a party."
"We're of age," one of the men
protests.
"You didn't know we were here,
did you?" Biamonte asks.
John Jrka, his partner, stands
up.
"We saw the gentlemen in the
red beret," one of the men says, referring to Terrazas. "We figured
we're in good hands."
Red berets are the insignia of
the Guardian Angels, a group of
volunteers who patrol the subway
and "L" platforms.
Terrazas looks on quietly.
"That gentleman will kick your
a-," Biamonte says.
"Where are you going?" he asks
them.
"We're going to Belmont," they
say.
"You're going to 1121 now," Biamonte says, apparently referring

Photo by Nicole Holmes
to 1121 S. State, the First Central
Police District station.
When the train stops at
Jackson, the police officers escort
the two men off with little difficulty.
Later, Terrazas said he was
glad the police were present after
witnessing one of the two men try
to wrestle his arm away from Biamonte.
"If it was me (struggling with the
man), he would've gotten even
more aggressive. He would've
sard, 'Ah, you're a nobody, you're
not the police.' So, yeah, I'm kinda
glad the police were there. But... I
have taken people off the train
before."
Terrazas said, "Even if the cops
weren't there, we would have told
(the conductor), 'Hey, these guys
are breaking the law, there's no
drinking on the train. Do you want
them off? Do you want to call the
police?' If he says, 'Would you
guys escort them off?' That's what
we would do."
But why do they do it? Why
would Chicago teens risk their
own safety to volunteer as Guardian Angels?
To find out the reasons teens
become Angels and the risks they
take, New Expression rode with
the Guardian Angels on March 21.
Angels Terrazas and Shorty,

16, left the headquarters about 7
p.m. and walked down to a nearby
subway at Division, followed by a
New Expression reporter and

ph~~~;~;r~~~d. a group of other
Angels stood against a wall ready
to patrol the three major train lines:
Congress/Douglas , Howard/
Englewood/Jackson Park, and the
Lake Dan Ryan.
The patrol hours are from 3 to 6
p.m. and from 7 to 10 p.m. every
day except Fridays and Saturdays, when the Angels patrol from
11 p.m. to 3 a.m.
At the Division stop, one Angel
lifted a gate and the others walked
through, by-passing the turnstiles
without paying fare.
Terrazas later explained the
Angels who were waiting along the
wall had previously obtained permission from the CTA ticket handlers to enter without charge.
Angels have been arrested for
jumping the turnstiles in pursuit of
a crime suspect. However, the
arrests have not deterred them
from jumping the turnstiles to prevent crime, said Deborah Brooks,
chapter leader of the Guardian
Angels.
Jumping the rails is a last resort,
Terrazas said. Angels do not jump
turnstiles to patrol, he said.

When tick&t handlers refuse to
allow the Angels to board free, the
Angels walk to~the next train stop.

I

If the other 'ticket handlers say
no to the Angels, then they'll pay

Continued on
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•
ALL SCHOOLS
•
Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cuts
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs

0

COME TO OUR FACTORY OR PHONE US FOR
FREE DESIGN KIT
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Skirts-Sweaters-Jackets
• Porn Poms-Booster Buttons

~
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CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS
3344 W. Montrose 463-1464

HERF JONES CLASS RINGS
2000

Prices as' low as:
$69.95

CLASS
RING
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

INTEREST FREE
LAY-A-WAY PLANS

162 North State Street
(Across from the Chicago Theater")
Open:
Mon. ~ Fri. 10:00 - $:00
Saturday: 10:00 - 3:00

NORTHSIDE

SOUTHSIDE

3455 North Western

2115 E. 87th Street

(Across from

,.

Lane Tech)
..
Open:
MONDAY ONLY
11 :OO - 3:30

(Across from C. V.S. High}
Open:
MONDAY ONLY
8 :00 ~ 4 :00

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE RING DESIGN KIT--- 641-1831
Free MINIATURE RING tilf May 22,1989 with your order
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New policy permits 'search and seizure'

"Why use an
atom bomb to
kill a fly?
I could hire
twenty people
for the
price to hire a
team of dogs."
- George Sims

Imagine walking into school and
seeing dogs patrol the hall. Before
going upstairs, you must get in line
to walk through a metal detector.
Once you're cleared, you find
out you can't get to your locker because dogs are sniffing the area
for drugs. All of th is before first
period!
The Board of Education's new
"search and seizure" policy allowing dogs, locker searches and
metal detectors in school has triggered a debate on students' rights.
George Sims, director of Security and Services, at the Board of
Education's Bureau of Safety and
Security, said search and seizure
was made legal with the Supreme
Court ruling, TLO vs. New Jersey
on January 15, 1985.
The ruling allowed a principal or
staff member to search a student's
locker, purse or body as long as
they had "reasonable suspicion"
that illeaal activitv was ooino nn

the local Parents Teachers Association (PTA) can request them
through the Board of Education.
The Bureau and the police department will then review the request and decide whether to grant
it.
Once the request has been
gra:1ted, dogs, metal detectors
and locker searches will be permitted, but no students will be allowed
in the area with the dogs.
Searches can not be carried out
without probable cause, which is
basically determined by the metal
detectors or the dogs.
If a student objects to the
search, he can take the issue to
court. The court would then decide
ff there was probable cause to
warrant the search.
Also , if a locker search is necessary, it will be carried out in the
presence of the student, to pre-

hand-held metal detectors or dogs
can be used on anyone entering
the building.
If the procedure
indicates
something illegal, students can be
searched without a warrant.
"It's based on the right to protect
the students. It's been going on all
the time. We just didn't have a
policy on it," Sims said.
According to the policy, if a principal can show dogs and metal
detectors are needed to deal with
drugs and weapons, he along with

~chool of Airbru)h Art)

1330 S. Villa Ave;
VIlla Park, ll 60181
(312) 834-7333

I

L

Air-brush Painting
Photo-Retouching
Photo- Restoration
Call or write for free
color Brochure
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vent a mistake from being made.
But Sims said this was unlikely.
"The police are trained and
knows what the laws are. The
court determines if there was
probable cause. If he finds that the
officer acted arbitrarily the search
is illegal and the evidence cannot
be used," he said.
Earl Williams, principal of
Austin, said search and seizure is
both anti-school and anti-social.
He said programs which get students involved such as the Big
Brother/Big Sister program and

Thank you to the following
sponsors who help bring
New Expression
to you free of charge
Amoco
Leo Burnett
Canadian PacificForest Products Inc.
Chicago Sun-Times
Chicago Tribune
Commonwealth Edison
Crain Communication
Fel-Pro Mecklenberger Foundation
Illinois Bell
McGraw Foundation
Newsweb
Albert Pick Jr. Fund
Walgreen's
W.B. and H.P. White Foundation
Woman's Ad Club of Chicago

peer tutoring are better alternatives to combat crime in school.
Charles Mingo, principal of
DuSable, said he feels there is a
better way to handle cr.ime in
school.
"All this does is make kids get
smarter. We have nineteen doors.
Do you think a kid who has a gun
is going to walk through a metal
detector? Kids are sophisticated
enough not to be caught that way.
"I wou ld request it (search and
seizure) if I had a problem that I
could not solve in human ways,"

Mingo said.
"I feel dogs are disruptive in
schools. I believe in talking to the
kids. I let them know if they are
caught I'll be the first to go down to
the police and press charges."
According
to
a
New
Expression survey of 75 students, 89 percent said dogs were
unnecessary.
"Dogs are wild, uncontrollable
animals and they might bite somebody," said Chadwick Cain, a
senior at Hyde Park. "Besides
dogs are used for sniffing out
drugs while we have more of a gun
problem. Metal detectors would
be better.·
Vicky Mendez, a senior at Von
Steuben, said she does not feel
the policy is necessary.
"It would give an impression that
the kids are bad and they would try
to live up to it," she said. "The
security is all right. The guards
associate with the students and
they could find out ij the kids are
doing something wrong."
However, not all students are
oppossed to the rule.
Stacey Allen, a sophomore,
said the new policy is both suitable
and reasonable.
"There's lots of gang and drug
activity at my school. I don't feel
safe."
Sims said he feels most principals don't need dogs or metal detectors. He said hiring more security personnel would be a better
way to protect schools.
"Why use an atom bomb to kill a
fly? I could hire twenty people for
the price to hire a team of
dogs. You don't need dogs to snm
around. All you need is good security people," he said.
"We've got people so smart they
can tell just by looking at a person
that he's doing somethin!;j wrong,"
he said.
"Yet we've got officers who are
grading papers. People just want
publicity. You could do it better ij
the staff was trained, the teachers
and principals."

Even adeaf kid
canhear fs
beingsaid.

Guardian Angels a mission for teen members
viction for the offender, she said.
say (we're opposed to them),"
fare, Terrazas said. But the
Meanwhile, there are 239 police Officer Biamonte said. "We're not
ll<lr>no•e can usually get their coopofficers assigned to patrol the opposed to them. They're my
leration, he said.
city's train system, according to boys. (Besides, police) can't be
When New Expression rode
Gerald Cooper, executive assis- every where at one time.·
the Angels, not all CTA emtant to the superintendent of poBiamonte's partner, Jrka, said
•~nlnw~A~ were cooperative.
lice. An additional1 00 officers pa- he doesn't oppose the idea of
One stop had no ticket agent so
trol the city's bus line, he said.
Guardian Angels on the trains.
fare, of course, had to be paid
Not all of them are opposed to "They're all right. Better that
on the train. The Angels boarded,
the Guardian Angels.
they're here than not here, • he
h no intention of paying the fare.
"You never hear a patrol man said.
As the conductor approached
Shorty, he demonstrated to New
ssion the different hand
"'"""'""''"the Angels use to communicate on the train between cars .
"We're very organized," Shorty
said. "We know what we're doing."
By Adolfo Mendez
The conductor requested oth- Saturday training sessions, how- ston Township and coordinator,
to pay their fare but ignored ever.
said his own life was at stake when
Chicago's Guardian Angels continue to patrol train lines despite
Shorty. After talking to the driver of
Shorty said he hasn't had much a man robbed his mother.
official opposition from the police department.
train, she asked Shorty for his training because he works on
"My mom almost had a miscarDeborah Brooks, leader of the Chicago chapter of the Angels, said
·fare.
Saturdays. "I can fight, though. I'm riage when she was pregnant with
she would like to see someone act as a liaison between the police
"We have to pay?" he asked her. capable of holding my own."
me," Duncan said. "Someone
department and the Angels-an idea introduceq into the city council by
"Yes, you do," the conductor
The Angels said they often face snatched her purse and knocked
Alderman Edward M. Burke (14th).
id.
verbal abuse while performing her down on her stomach and she
But the police department has no plans to appoint a liaison officer to
Shorty looked through the train their job.
was sick for awhile.
the Angels, said Tina Vicini, director of news affairs for the- police
l.wiintir,wc:: at the next car, where
"One time we had one teenage
"I'm actually lucky to be here,"
department.
errazas was standing.
guy call us clowns (as he got off he said. "I've always been against
"We told them we would work with them, but they would have to be
"OK, hold on," he told the con- the train)," Terrazas said. "He crime and I'll always will be."
supervised by us and they refuse to be supervised by us, • Vicini said.
uctor. Then he tried to signal didn't (say) that on the train ... he
Duncan first saw the Guardian
"Law enforcement should be in the hands of the officers," she added.
rrazas and Mike Fuentes, a 17- didn't (say) it on the platform when Angels when he was 10-yearsGerald Cooper, executive assistant to Police Supt. Leroy Martin,
. old Guardian Angel and a we were there. I bet it had entered old. The Angels were practicing
said, "It there was a close association between the police department
at Gage Park, by tipping his his mind that we might hurt him but martial arts in a neighborhood
and the Guardian Angels, there might be a certain amount of liability
But they didn't respond.
we actually wouldn't."
park and he became interested.
attached."
Eventually, Terrazas and FuenThe Angels say they ignore verNow Duncan practices martial
Cooper said if the Angels carried out a citizens arrest improperly, the
got the message, and walked bal abuse. "Talk is cheap," Shorty arts with the Angels every Saturarrest "might be considered an act of the city" and, as a result, the city
the train.
said.
day, from 2 to 6:30 p.m. Their
could be held accountable.
"She said we had to pay," Shorty
"They can talk all they want, martial arts instructor is Thomas
·we do not want them to be physically involved in (acts of crimes
ld them.
we'll ignore it," Terrazas said. Hunt, who was not available for
committed). We want them to be the eyes and ears of the (police)
"You should've called me," Ter- "We'll just keep our distance be- comment.
department," Cooper said.
razas said.
cause you never know when
Duncan said while he doesn't
Brooks said she would not consent to reducing the role of the Guard"I did," Shorty said. "I was going someone is going to turn around hate criminals, he does hate what
ian Angels to "eyes and ears" for the police. "I always tell them (the
like this," he said, demonstrating and swing."
they do.
Angels) don't let a crime be committed in front of your face."
the proper signal.
Being an Angel can mean chas"I feel if they're old enough, six"(But) we're not looking for crime," she added. "We're a crime
"Oh, I thought you were playing ing after "false alarms."
teen or older, they could get a job.
deterrent. Brooks said the Angels are trying to get support from more
h your hat," Fuentes said.
Terrazas said, "You know, the if the're younger than sixteen, they
Chicago aldermen.
After discussing the importance guy may run off the train and we go could go to someone's house,
not sending confusing signals, after him, but he's got nothing mow their lawn, rake their leaves,
Angels said nothing further (stolen)."
shovel their snow. They have
about the incident.
It it isn't a false alarm, the An- something to do all year round .
"I tell them we make a mistake, gels arrest the individual. "We
"They could go to Jewels and
.we bury a mistake," Brooks later don't search the guy. We hold him help people carry their bags to
said in an interview.
until the police come," Terrazas their car instead of knocking them
Some mistakes can be more said.
over and taking their money and
serious than others. CTA criminTerrazas said a flier from the their change. They can find someinals may carry a broken bottle, a group sparked his interest in the thing better to do if they really
•knife, a gun or some other weapon Angels.
tried."
that can make the job of a Guard"I was riding the train home from
Duncan said being a Guardian
ian Angel a life or death situation. work one day and I saw' a flier. I Angel is rewarding when "an old ~==:::::::::::::::=:=:=:=:~r============
The Angels New Expression had heard on the news about the lady says, 'Thank you, you're
interviewed say they have not en- ~ crimes on the CTA. It made me doing a good job.'"
countered criminals on the CTA think no one is helping out, so I
Brooks said the Angels are ofwith weapons.
decided to join," he said.
ten more effective than the police.
However, Shorty is concerned
Other Angels said past robber- She said businesses near the
about his safety. "There's always a ies committed on fumily members Angels' headquaters on 1726 W.
slight fear of what's going to hap- generated a desire in them to fight Division, call them about probpen," he said. "But it's worth it, against crime.
Iems before they call the police.
helping the public out.
"My grandmother's been con"The reason people call us beThe Anny Reserves Tuition
"You leave all your worries tinuously robbed ," said Shorty, an fore they call the police is simply
Assistance Program offers
Before the ACT.. get
about what's going on at home Angel for six months. ''They take because we're effective. We won't
Reservists financial help in
ready with the best test prep
because you can't lose concan- her purse and they run. There's hesitate to make arrests," she
meeting bills at nearby
organization-Stanley H.
tration," he said.
nothing she can do. And I've al- said.
colleges,
trade schools, art
Kaplan.
"We're not supermen," Ter- ways been interested in the
How efffective are the Angels as
schools and business
We teach test-taking techrazas said. "We're going to get Guardian Angels, I just didn't crime deterrents? According to
niques, review subject
hurt, but not most of the time.·
know how to join."
Brooks, since last April the Angels schools.
material, inspire confiBrooks said the Angels rarely
After seeing a recruitment flier have made approximately 25 arYo u train one weekdence.
have to engage in fights.
of the the Angels in the subway, rests.
end a month, usually, plus
So if you're interested in
"We don't even tell our guys to Shorty joined.
Eighty-five to 90 percent of
two weeks annual training,
your very best. do
doing
K~
irk~D~u~n~ca~n~·~a~se~n~io
~r~a~t~E=.:v~a~n~-~t~h~o.=:se~a:.:.
rr.:::,
es::.:t.:::.
s..:..:re::.:s: .: u:. :. :ltc.:::e=::
d-:-in.:..:a:::...!.::a:::.il-=co-=-n:..:.use martial arts. It doesn't work on ~~
and you'll be putting extra
what smart test-takers do.
the streets when you're dealing
money in your pocket Think Kaplan before you
with thugs.
ACT
over
$80
per
weekend.
"But if they can get that roundThe smart move is to
house kick in the face (of a crimicall us right now at:
nal), then I tell them do it."
De111 Public Aid Recipiems.
The training sessions emphaChoose COMPASS Health Care Plans a.l an option for
STANLEY H KAPlAN EDUCATIONAl aNTS! lJD
size street fighting, she said.
your health care needs Receil•e all the benefits of your green
"Being a Guardian is 99 percent
card and more , at I/O co\/
9 2 6-2 6 40
Call Days, Eves., & Weekends
brain and one percent usi ng your
Pleas<' call Mary Sraii"'K-' at (3121 294-0200 for mor<·
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
43 b650
CHICAGO NORTH
764 9346
5151
brawn,· she said. "All my members
111jormarirm
DOWNTOWN
CHICAGO
346
have calm, cool and collective
Fntit i.1 a gretJt wurn· of the ,-,wmtn.l and wrbolmlrare.\
BE AU 'I'OU CAH BE.
HIGHLAND PARK
433 7410
heads.•
wu need /rJ boo1t \'our energ1 So t'£11 fruit evt•n day nnd
LAGRANGE CENTER
352·58·10
Not all members can make the L keep
- -)Otmelf
- - -ltealihr_:a:::n~d
lt~rr~m: :_R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _jL_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _J~·········IIj!~

''Being a Guardian is 99 percent brain and one percent
using your brawn...
---Deborah Brooks
Leader, Chicago Chapter,
Guardian Angels

Angels persist, Police resist

Write On!

Are you interested in becoming a
reporter for
New Expression
next year?
Call Ron Smith at 663-0543

TAKE
THE COURSE.
WE'LL PAY

FOR IT.
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Get your

A.CI

together.
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coffipass.

!KAPLAN

ARMY RESERVE.
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Crime Stories

A different voice: Gang members speak out
to the side, but that's not going to
stop gangs." Tray said.
•Just give us a reason to come
up with a better way to show our
colors. When someone asks me rf
I am in a gang, I'm a little reluctant
to tell them, that makes them see
me differently. So first, I say to
them 'Does it matter?' We just
don't go around beating up people
and taking leather jackets.
"There's a reason to everything
and if people just understood the
reason, they'd understand
gangs."

By Elijah Shaw

"Gang" has
become a common word in
Chicago high
schools.
Police estigang
mate
members
cause half of all
youth-related
crimes.
As the problem
worsens, members tell their
stories.

BIG E., 18

Illustration by Lorraine Reyes
could come up to school and talk to
them?' That stuff only happens on
television, and the world I live in is
rated xxx."
Crypt attends Morgan Pari<. He
said he basically likes the school
but, "When you put a lot of people
together, especially kids, some
are not going to like others. And
that's what a gang is to me, individuals who form groups because
they don't like other individuals."

LOBO, 16
CRYPT, 17
"To me a gang is my family, they
protect me, I protect them", said
Crypt during an interview at a local
White Castle.
"Me and my folks ain't in it to hurt
no one. Just protect ourselves,"
Crypt said. "I grew up in an environment just like anybody else.
My mother and father love me. But
motherly love can't help you when
you're out on the street.
"When there's someone after
you, you won't run to your father
and say, 'Hey dad, these boys are
trying to kick my butt, think you

In the Chicago area, gangs are
divided into two major categories:
folks (Black Gangster Disciples,
Simon City Royals, Latin Disciples, Imperial Gangsters, and
Spanish Cobras) and Brothers
(Vice Lords, Black P Stones, Latin
Kings, Mickey Cobras, Spanish
Lords, Insane Deuces and Insane
Unknows).
Vandalism, assail-and-battery,
and drug charges fill the list of
police reports of the two fractions,
but Spanish Cobra member Lobo,
said the media can twist reality to
fit their needs.

"They don't see both sides of an
issue. When have you ever seen a
gang member interviewed by
Channel 5 or 2? It just does not
happen.
"On the West Side police arrest
you for the hell of it," Lobo said.
"We're the bad guys, we can't win.
That's why we need gangs. That's
how we get our message across."
What is that message?
"I think our message is saying
'give me some respect, don't mess
with me, don't boss me around,
and don't try and make me fear
you.'
"Everyone's hollering about
peace, but where I come from
wasn't no peace. I had to struggle
to survive. Lie. Cheat. Steal. You
name it, I did it, not for fun, just
because I had to.
"Don't got no old man, mother's
taking care of all my little sisters, I
had to make it on my own before,
but now I got somebody. You call
it a gang, I call it family."

TRAY, 16
"Sure we do stuff that the police
don't like," said Tray. "But I feel
that they just want to harass us.

So you want to be a journalist?
New Expression can give you your first start.
Apply now for scholarships for our six week minority journalism workshop.

The workshop will offer:

e Intensive training in journalism
e Field trips to radio and tv stations, newspapers and magazines.
e Guest speakers
e Awards ceremony
e A chance to compete for college scholarships
e And the chance to get your work published in New Expression Chicago's
leading youth magazine
Classes will be taught at Youth Communication 207 S. Wabash, 8th floor
Applications can be picked up at YC offices and are due by May 5th.
For more info, call 663-0543
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"We're tired of getting pushed
around by anyone who thinks they
have more 'authority.' What they
don't want is kids creating their
own laws.
"That's what we're doing-- making our own rules. Why should
someone .else make them for
you?"
Last month Tray was shot at and
chased by several Black Gangster Disciples for having his hat
turned the wrong way.
"When it's to the left you're a
brother, when its to the right,
you're folks. I'm a brother.
"Police have started taking hats
when they see a kid wearing them

Big E., is a former gang member
who joined his gang because of
peer pressure.
"Man, it seemed like the thing to
do. All of the fellas were in it. They
was like 'come on Big E. join us,
man, and all your problems are
solved.'
"They treated me like family. If I
had some static, they'd be right
there.
"What turned me away from
them was how they treated people
who were not involved in gangs.
That's when I dropped my flag, I
left the gang and eventually had to
transfer schools.
"One minute there your boys,
next minute they want to blow your
brains out. My advice to everone is
to stay out of gangs."

Editor's note: The names in this
story have been changed.

HEYII
TEEN PHOTOGRAPHERS
New Expression wants your
pictures for a photo spread in
our September 1989 "Back to
School" issue.
We'll choose the pictures which best
represent the theme,

"Teens Hanging Out"
The pictures must be good quality 8x1 0
black and white glossies.
Subject matter is totally up to you,
(within reason) as long as the subjects
are teenagers-- doing the things teens
do!!!!
So have fun this summer, go to the
beach, check out the ''Taste of Chicago," hang out at the Blues Fest, and
don't forget your camera!!

Send all entries to
New Expression Photo spread
C/O Nicole Holmes
207 S. Wabash 8th floor
Chicago IL 60604
All entries must include Name, Age and
high school of the photographer and a
phone number where you can be
reached.

OLLEGE AND CAREERS Retaking SAT can increase

scores: Harvard researcher
Chris Belles
Wilmington, Del (YNS) - Stuants don't have to shell out big
cks for professional Scholastic
Test (SAT) tutoring to
well on the test, according to
Harvard researcher. Students
raise their scores by simply
· the test.
A recent study by professor
n Whitla questions the effeciveness of SAT prep programs by
·
"prepped" students'
Its and the results of students
simply took the test a second

SAT. Of these, 341 had taken SAT
prep courses or had been privately
tutored for the test.
The prepped students actually
did show substantial increases
between their· pre-prepped and
post-prepped SAT scores nearly 100 points.
However, those students who
were not prepped also showed
increases when simply taking the
SAT a second time while in high
scl:iool- an increase of nearly 70
points.
Whitla said the study does not
prove SAT prep courses aren't
effective, but, rather, they are not
necessary for most students.
"I've always felt it's just darned

unfortunate that a kid is going to be
handicapped because they didn't
have the $600 to pay for one of
these things," said Whitla.
"My evidence says you can do
the same kind of thing ... you can
get your self-confidence up, you
can practice with these practice
SATs-there's a lot of information
that's supplied to you and that
seems to be as good as literally
going to a coaching school."
Professional tutoring services
do big business promising higher
scores to to high school students
who depend on their SAT score to
secure admission to their college
of choice.
Services that offer SAT pre-

:F inding a summer job
Looking for something to do this
summer?
The~e are plenty of oppurtunifor summer employment for
New Expression conducted an informal survey of
available for youth this
summer.
If you are interested in working
<at a fast-food place, Me Donald's
is always looking for new employees.
McDonald's requires on ly that
you are 16 or older and will pay
'those interested $3.65 per hour.
Check your local McDonald's for
more details and applications.
Pizza Hut also is interested in
hiring new workers. They pay service (waiters, waitresses, etc.)
$2.01 + tips per hour with a guarantee of $3.35 per hour. Production workers (cooks,etc.) are paid
$3.35-$4.00 per hour.
The jobs require a minimum
workload of 20 hours a week.
Pizza Hut asks for applicants 16
and older who have basic addition
and subtraction and reading abilitie.
If you would like to get away
from a restaurant, off your feet and
on to the phone, why not try for a
job in telemarketing? The Chicago
Telemarketing Connection is
looking for employees (over 16)
with telemarketing experience
and/or a good speaking
voice.They will pay $5 per hour
plus commission. Call 337-5900
for more infomation.
For teens (16 and older) with an
American Life Saving certificate
and who have taken First Aid and
lifeguarding classes, the Chicago
Park District offers summer lifeguarding jobs at pools and
beaches in the city.
Starting pay is $6.45 per hour.
Applications are available at the
Beach and Pool Department of the
Chicago Park District at 425 E. Me
Fetridge Drive and are due May
25.
Counselors also are needed for
the Chicago Park District day
camps.
Responsible individuals interested in working with kids should
apply in person at 425 E. McFetridge Drive. (Personnel Department) You must be at least 16 and
the salary is $5.45 and hour.
If you are not concerned about
making money and would like to
volunteer your time, keep in mind
that hospitals often need help.
Children's Memorial Hospital
offers a special summer volunteer
program for teens. Applicants

must be 16 or older and willing to
work one full day or two half-days
a week for eight weeks.Contact
Jennifer Mallers,the Student Coordinator, at 880-4507 for an individual tour appointment.
If you are from a low-income
family and are interested in finding
a job for this summer, let the city
help you.
The city will aid you in getting
work paying minimum wage for
the summer if you apply with proof
of age (you must be 14-21 years
old), and residence (Chicago inhabitants only), and have a Social
Security card. Applications will be
given out at the following ad- ·
dresses, begining April 10:

Summer Job
Application Sites
5948 N. Broadway St.
2874 W. Cermak Rd.
3636 W. Armitage St.
2039 W. Division St.
416 E. 43rd St.
1454 N. Sedgewick St.
6247 S . Halsted St.
5610 W. Lake St.
9047 S . Commercial Ave.
806 Kedzie Ave.
11221 S. Michigan Ave.
CHA residents may calf 7448787 for more details.

Is a
computer
all you
ever want

to run?

Computer training's one thing.
A few months of school, a year, and you've got a
job as a data entry clerk At National College, we look
at computers a little differently.
Not as a means to an end.
Graduates of our Computer Information Systems
and Management program walk out with a highly
marketable, four-year B.A. degree.
One that combines mastery of computers with a
strong business sense. High-tech communications
with professional managerial experience.
It's everything you need.
So if you're looking to get into computers, you've
got a choice.
You can run someone else's program.
-,.-::---:--=:::-:-:=
Or you can run your own.
NAnO NAt COLLEGE

NCE

paratory courses are increasing in
numbers nationwide. Stanley H.
Kaplan Educational Services,
Ltd., one of several SAT-tutoring
businesses, had 98 sites in 1981.
Now 130 sites exist.
Teenagers are the clients of
these services, shelling out about
$500 per chance to get an edge on
other college applicants.
SAT instructors interviewed
disagreed with the study.
Dean Folias of the Stanley H.
Kaplan Educational Servises in
the Loop area, said, "(The study)
could be valid, but it just emphasizes what our program is about .
"We give kids exposure to
questions on the test and released

tests from past years. Simply retaking the test doesn't do that. We
give students better access and
more time to study the many materials we have available.
"After eight weeks they could increase their scores a lot higher
than 70 points. Some programs
also give discounts, like Kaplan."
Whitla said students who lack
motivation and self-discipline
could benefit from the courses.
However, he pointed out, a student of average intelligence and
motivatioQ could save the tutoring
tee and sttlltmprove hts score.

Teens assist teens
in college process
By Nancy Johnson
Project College Bound will
sponsor a Peer Counseling Program in the upcoming school year
that will enable high school students to inform their peers about
college admission and financial
aid information.
"I know I'm going to college. But
I want to get students ready (for
college) who are motivated to go,
but think they can't go because of
money," said Evelyn Washington,
a junior at Harlan.
The goal of the program is to
increase minority enrollment in
colleges by making college counseling accessible to Chicago public high school students.
Teen counselors will work with
professional high school counselors to give college-bound students
good information.
"Peer counselors will work with
us to help students fill out applications, select financial aid, and find
out about ACT prep courses and
college fairs," said Jeri Daniels, a
counselor at Senn.
While the primary focus of the
Peer Counseling Program is on
teens preparing teens for college,
peer counselors will work with

external sponsors that are already
committed to preparing high
school students for college.
"We will provide networking assistance for the peer courJSt3lors
and give them guidelines about
what college information they can
get," said Val Jordan, an admissions counselor for the National
College of Education.
Other organizations which have
traditionally provided counseling
services for college-bound students will serve as external sponsors to PCB college clubs.
'We already assist high school
students from 60 schools in filling
out college application and financial aid forms.
" Besides helping them prepare
for standardized tests, we provide
job training and placement services free of charge," said Sam
Johnson, administrative assistant
of Introspect, a youth agency.
Although peer counselors will
receive assistance from outside,
professional services, the primary
networking will be done among
students in the high schools.
"Students have a great influence on their peers. Thus, there is
a tremendous power among
teens," Jordan said.

What if you put
a great university
in the middle of
a great city?
You'd have the best of both worlds- a place
where you can benefit from Chicago's
vibrant business and cultural center ... while
enjoying the advantages of campus life.

You'd ltave DePaul.
CALL 341-8300 FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION ABOUT DePAUL.

OF lDUCAllON

2840 Sheridan, Evanston, I L 6020 1
256-6771

I

18 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60603 '
62 1-9650 -, (_)_LJ_N_O=-:-f0::--1-:-6-::-tl-:-&
\ 'Cf: an 11/tnm.o; ~rho11f 'imn.• /t;Hh. t .\ urcr,•cftl,•cl hlj lh,· \nrlh Lenlrdl h.\ut'ltlltm1 , , ('111/cgt'S
and .\t-htJ()bi 1uml aclmlt.~ quubltL'd students U'llhnut rcqtml lo fclft', color ..,,," rt•ltqum. handt<"UP_

College of Liberal Arts
& Sciences
College of Co mmerce
School of Educat ion
<,chool of Music

DEPAUL
UNIVERSITY

The Theatre Sc hool
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Close to the edge
By Hunter Brumfield
Saved by the bell, I jumped out
of my classroom and rc>n to my
locker. KAy in lock like a french fry
through a doughnut (n.,nember
Devo ?) and the lockor cracked
open like a walnut. Books overflowed into my book bag and I was
off.
A girl hugged me in the hallway
and I said "Peace" to some brothers. I stepped into the icy biting ,,
February afternoon.
WaiK1119 alone wasn t all that
bad. In fact, it WdS kind of enjoy- r
able, and i considered it a time to
think. The ice snapped and crackled (but it didn't pop) under my
feet. I thought of the good music I
was going home to. My music is
my favorite thing in the world.
I sang "What's Going On" by the
Jungle Brothers to myself as I
stood in line at the Loyola train
stop. "Now I lay me down to sleep/
I give the Lord my soul to keep/ If
I should die before I wake/ Take
me to Heaven 'cause I need a
break/But if I should live to another about society or society didn't care to the edge...
morn/ I'd like to know what's going about her. Or both.
I'm trying not to lose my head.
I walked up the stairs to the
It's like a jungle, sometimes it
on .. ." I had no idea how appropriate it would be for the woman southbound platform and waited. makes me wonder
standing in front of me. I would The A train (Hello, Duke Ellington)
How I keep from going under... •
pulled in and the station basically
soon find out.
She waved her dollar at the CTA cleared. The old lady didn't board
The platform began to fill up
clerk. He took her dollar without the train and neither did I. She again, so now there was an audiglancing at her, and allowed her to paced back and forth. I decided ence as the B train roared up on
enter through the turnstile. She she was weird and walked to the the horizon and around the corner.
walked straight up the stairs to the south end of the platform. She I started stepping north in order to
train platform as I gave up my stayed at the north.
ride at the back of the train. I was
I wrote my name under about at the halfway point of the
bread.
She was a short woman, bad Honkee's, another tagger, and platform when the train roared into
posture and all. She wore a dirty then stood there, raps dancing in the station.
tan, rumpled trenchcoat and car- my head. Quoth Grandmaster
Now. The rest of the story will be
ried several overstuffed shopping Flash & the Furious Five:
in slow motion, so please don't
bags. I felt sorry for her and derush. In fact, read reeeeaaal
"Don't push me 'cause I'm close sssslooooow...
cided that either she didn't care

The audience moaned and
groaned.
Some people stared into the distance trying not to think of what
they witnessed. A man turned,
with hi:; eyes tearing up, and said,
"Damn, I can't handle this, I
can't...l can't stand up."
He
grabbed onto R post for support.
I didn't say anything. I didn't do
anything. "Oh no oh no oh no oh
no" ran through my head again
· and again until my mind was
blank.
I left the train station having
decided to take the bus home,
swearing I would never ride the
train again (and like my hunger
stike, my speaking strike, and
everything else, it failed -the train
is my main transportation).
I thought and thought and
thought (now translated into a
rhyme style):
A woman jumps, a baby
screams,
in slow motion, a dream.
Illustration by Lorraine Rsyes
Was there a note? What was
A hop, skip, and a jump and her name? And was she dirty or
clean?
guess who was on the tr~cks?
The crowd gasJ..19d.
What kind of Ina did she lead
The old lady decided to end it all and did she know she'd bleed?
(end all what?) or (end what all?)
Was she tired of the world's
and it happened so quickly (in mind-pollution and greed?
slomo) that I had no time to look
Society lies to me with the news
away.
she slipped,
But nI had looked away I would
Decapitated by the B all aboard
have missed my first deal with for the trip.
death.
She knew her destination, far
Her body was jacking "to the from starvation,
beat in the heat of the House
Capitalism, and nuked-out naTrain" and then she was under, tions.
gone, done with.
She took the easy way out (or
The crowd screamed.
was it tough?), the last breath
The train screeched to a stop,
She took the ride to decide that
but it was too late. Once the im- suicide was the answer.
pact smacks, there's no taking it
But her death was the cure for
back.
the cancer.

Do you have the WRITE STUFF?
New Expression is looking for eager, ambitious teens to work as editors for the
next school year.

Set your poetry in

Positions available include:
Managing Editor
City Editor
Editorial Director
Youth News Service
Bureau Chief
Music Editor
MovieEditor
School Affairs Editor

Get Published!

Copy Editor
Fiction Editor
Inside Track Editor
College Editor
Carreer Editor
Health Sex Editor
Sports Editor

motion!
Movie Editor
Editorial Assitant
Researcher
Photo Editor
Darkroom Manager
Graphic Assignment
Editor

I•

We are now accepting poetry for the
May issue. Any subject is
appropriate.
No experience or prior publication
1s necessary.

Pick up applications at

~bash,
For more info call Ron Smith at 663-0543.
Applications due
May 5 at 4 p.m.

8th Floor

Call Debbie Flapan at
663-0543 if you are interested,
or send your poetry to 207 S.
Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604.
I

Poetry will not be returned. Please keep original copies.

Help us put out the fourth-largest paper in the ci.ty!
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Students pay price for smarts in class
By Davida A. Robinson
Imagine being in English class
third period.
The teacher asks a question,
and you know the answer.
There's only one problem. You
don't want to be harassed by the
rest of your class for being smart.
Kamisha Gray, a B average junior at Kenwood, experiences this
everyday.
"Yeah," she said, "I've been verbally abused by some kids in my
class before. If you're in class with
people who don't want to do worR
or who are just lazy, then sometimes you're made fun of for being
smart."
"In English class," Gray said,
''we have to answer questions and
analyze literary works. Not a lot of
people participate so I always
raise my hand.
"They always moan and want
me to stop raising my hand. But if
I know the answer, and no one
else raises their hand, why
shouldn't I volunteer an arswer?"
In some schools, earning good
grades means becoming a target
for verbal abuse. There exsists
within our schools the shame to be
. smart.
According to an informal survey
of 70 students conducted by New
Expression, 49 percent of Chicago teens have experienced
abuse from peers because they
showcased for their knowledge.
Students interviewed said they
do not participate in class because they are afraid of being
mocked by their peers.
Coastermecker Oatis, a sophomore at Near North and a B
average student, said, "I get good
grades all the time, but if I mess
up, it's like, 'what happened to you
Ms.Smartie?'" she said, "Even if
you are smart, people shouldn't
call you a nerd."
As in Oatis' case, many above
average students often find themselves being verbally abused
when they get good grades - and
even when they don't.
Alisha Glover, a B average junior at Hyde Park, said, "If someone
got a higher grade than me, everyone would be surprised and make
jokes ... they also call me a nerd
sometimes, but it doesn't bother
me, I think it's funny."
Because of constant peer pressure and undue embarrassment,
some teens feel coerced into
being complacent with mediocre

grades
How teens respond to abuse
varies. "My smart friend," said one
junior at Fenger, ''wanted to hang
with these bullies... if one would
fight, they'd all jump in. She has
never been suspended before.
Since then, she has been suspaned six times."

and also for them to feel down on
themselves. Teens are simply
more sensitive to what is said
about them."
He advised smart teens who are
unable to cope with being mocked
because of their intelligence to not
show off their grades.
"Also, you should be helpful to

your friends who don't get good
grades, help them to do better," he
said. ·As for those who aren't your
friends, forget about them. They
just have a problem with jealousy."
Carol Conway, a teacher at
Morgan Park, said, "If anybody,
whether it's teachers, students,
etc., can respect the mind, people

wouldn't be calling students nerds
because of their abilities.
"Society's view on being 'cool' is
so superficial - having Guess
jeans, Nikes, etc.- that the mind is
being taken for granted," she said.

Photo by Marco Rlos
Another student, who asked
that her name and school not be
disclosed ,
said ,
"My
friend ... thought that it was OK to
cut class to be with the 'in' crowd .
When I found out what she was
doing, I asked her to stop and
explained to her why. Unfortunately, I was a bit too late; she'd
already received an F.·
Some teens are not afraid to
showcase their talents, however.
Sonja Ward, a B average senior
at Fenger, said, "If you're smart,
why should you be ashamed of it?
That's something that you should
be proud of."
One No:th SklEI stunAnt said,
"People who are important to me
aren't alienated by my G.P.A."
Errol M. Magidson, professor of
behavioral science at Chicago
City - Wide Colleges, said, "It is
not unusual for teens to care about
what their peers say about them,

Discover

HARD COVER
Chicago's award-winning teen produced cable
show. View it Monday April 24th on Channel 19.
For more information call Youth Communication
at

663-0543

Henry Hampton Inc.
Presents Three Convenient Locations To Serve You...

•Proms
• Boutonniers
• Secretary Week
• Treat Yourself
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e17 E. Monroe (Palmer House)
• 828 S. Wabas
• 720 S. Michiga

(Floral Center)
(Hilton Towers)
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Henry Hampton Inc.

Special $2.00 discount
Expires May 6, 1989
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TWO DOLLAR COUPON
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Bring the Coupon at Right and SAVE!!! ~---- ---- ---- ---------------- :..1
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HEALTH AND SEXUALITY
Caffeine:
The drug of
choice for
America's
teenagers
By Caryn Markus
Shaker Hetghts, Oh10 (YNS) The package says it "perks you up
fast" and you will "stay sharp and
alert forfour hours- it's as safe as
coffee."
Faithfully abiding by those
words, some students Will pop two
or more Caffedrine tablets around
m1dnight and one more four hours
later on a deman-ii:"lg st••dy mght.
That night she also will drink
several cans of Coi~t:J . By seven
the next morn1ng she is ready for
orange juice- the acid keeps her
going, she said.
Caffeine used to be consumed
simply because it happened to be
an ingredient in a product. Americans in the last decade, however,
have found an incentive besides
taste -the caffeine itself.
Dr. John Graden, chairman of
the psychiatry department at the
University of Michigan Medical
Center, said America's younger
generatipn, in particular, has
made caffeine the most widely
used drug in the world.
A fine, white, odorless powder
with a bitter taste, caffeine is found
in more than 60 species of plants
as well as consumer products
such as coffee, tea, chocolate,
and most soft drinks.
It also is in baked goods, frozen
dairy products, gelatins, puddings
and more than 1,000 prescription
and over-the-counter drugs, including Anacin, Dristan , Excedrin,
Mldol, NoDoz and Vivarin.
Saies of th ese products have

Free
Pregnancy
Testing
• Test results while you wait
• All services confidential
• Convenient appointments
• 24 hour hotline

I
risen over the last decade, spec~i
cally the last three years, according to Ohio merchants.
In the past 15 years, caffeine
has come under scrutiny by society and medical experts for its
possible side effects - from ulcers to birth defects.
Caffeine stimulates the central
nervous system, has a diuretic
effect on the kidneys (it makes one
go to the bathroom) and affects
the cardiovascular system.

The most immediate and obvious effects of caffeine, however,
as most high school students
know, are the high anxiety levels it
causes.
A survey of 50 high school and
aollege students on Northwestern
University's campus during workshops for high school students last
summer, found 44 studentshad
used some form of caffeine in
large doses to stay awake.
Thirty of those surveyed said

School-based clinics offer 'healthful' advice
By Ama Johnson
For some public high school students a trip to the doctor may be as
easy as walking down the hall to
their school's heath clinic.
Crane, DuSable and Orr each
offer school-based heath clinics.
These clinics are free, but stu-

dents who participate must have
written consent from their parents.
The clinic offers each student
school-entry checkups, educational information and counseling.
The centers are not funded by
the Chicago Board of Education.
They receive funding from private
organizations.
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Class .o f '89'. '·

After graduation Chart your own course!
Cruise the Carribean with Reservations
Anyoudois:

(ot Michigan and Monroe)

SOUTH
735-2162
7905 S. Cicero Ave.
(Scottsdale S"lopping CentrrJ
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(for every 20 students-- chaperone travels free)

• Have your student cruise club representative contact:
Ms. James at Reservations Please! (445-4777) for details

Reservations Please! Student Cruise Club-The Perfect Gift For Graduation!
Reservations Please!

Congratulations Class of '89 & Bon Voyage!!!
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eFormagroup
(at least 10 seniors from every high school)

LOOP
263-1576
104 S. Michigan

just the whole. It is not targeted
for sex education."
Saundra Lightfoot, clinic
manager for the heath centers,
said the program provide students
with health care even ~they could
not otherwise afford to pay for the
services.

There are only six centers in
Illinois, three of them are based in
Chicago.
Although the clinics dispense
birth control, Director Patricia
Davis-Scott said this is not the
basic aim of the program.
Davis-Scott said, "People have
a tendency to look at one part, not

• Get one or more teacher(s)/counselor(s) to serve as Chaperone(s)
Convenient
Locations
Crisis Pregna ncy Center

Photo by Nicole Holmes
Tim Hyfantis, a senior at
Mather, said although he doen't
consume caffeine to stay awake,
he doesn't think caffeine is a drug.
"It's not as bad as dope or something. It doesn't have any side effects. I would take caffeine if I had
to stay up late to study for a test. I
think it works."

they used some kind of caffeine
pill at least once and 49 said they
knew people at school who relied
solely on over-the-counter caffeine pills to stay alert.
One Chicago high school student said a few "far-into-the- night
study sessions are almost essential because of p_arental pressure
to get good grades, stress from
their SATs, college admission
pressure and normal teenage procrastinastion on assignments

Travel Service Inc
8318 S. Ashland Ave.
Chicago IL 60620
445-4777
Group & Cruise Specialists

EDITORIAL

NewExpression

Search and Seizure: A positive step
Some students feel the
new Board of Education
policy allowing "search and
seizure" in the public
schools invades their right
to privacy, but invasion of
privacy is the price we must
pay for a step in the right
direction.
Under the new policy, a
principal or local PTA receives approval from the
school board and the police
department to bring police
dogs and metal detectors
into their schools.
This allows police
to
search for weapons and
drugs from students and
teachers.
The new policy is a sensible extension of the
search and seizure laws already affecting other public
places.
Police can do searches
and seizures in the street,
on public property and in
airports, criminal courts and
club parties without a warrant.
Crime also occurs in the
schools, it only makes
sense to allow searches
and seizures there, too.
Critics may argue that
school is different from the
streets. They say school is

-

-

-

Illustration by Larrick Jackson

a place of learning where
students shouldn't have to
be confronted by police with
dogs and metal detectors.
But many students and
teachers say Chicago
schools ar~ dangerous
because of violence and
drugs.
The policy only allows
searches and seizures in
specific, Board approved
cases and in the presence
of at least one witness.
These precautions are

LETTERS
NE catches the eye
As usual, the New Expression
really caught my eye. It was as
exciting and informative as ever.
I like your paper, because I can
empathize and relate to it. It keeps
me aware of what teens are up to,
their successes and mostly their
blunders.
By reading the New Expression, a student understands the
problems his colleagues are facing right now and what they themselves might have to face one day.
But reading the New Expression gives them an edge and they
know just how to handle anything
that comes their way.
Your newspaper deals with
teenagers' lives and this is why it is
very successful. We, as teens,
need to become aware of the
world we live in and your paper
does the trick every time. Keep it
up.

Manu Chander

More views on abortion
I read your article, "Abortion: A
Woman's Right to Decide" with
great interest.
I definitely agree with your view
that a woman should have the
right to decide whether to continue
an unwanted pregnancy or to
abort it.
Making abortion illegal will not
solve the problem. It will merely
force women to seek the underground and thus put their lives in

jeopardy.
Also, what about all these children that come into the world
because they were merely "accidents." Most of the time they are
brought into a hostile environment
where they are ignored. They are
forced to grow up in surroundings
where they are not loved or cared
for properly.
As you stated, educatior. is the
key, especially among the young.
Sex education in the home, the
schools, and the church will help t~
educate teenagers in preventing
pregnancies rather than having
abortions later on.

necessary to prevent abusive, improper or arbitrary
searches of students and
teachers.
Obviously, the policy
won't stop drugs and w~apons from coming into
schools. But it will at least
serve as a deterrent.
Some high schools don't
have serious safety problems. This policy is tailored
for schools which do.
The search and seizure
policy is essential in dealing

with our schools. Before
anyone criticizes the search
and seizure policy, they
must consider the circumstances leading up to it.
Students who want a say
in their own school's policy,
need to be persistent with
principals, PTA, and student government.
It is up to you to make
sure your views are heard.
Let us know how it goes.

Trese C. Kuhnle
n regard to your article, ''Teens
choose 'black' over 'African
American,'" I would like to put a
new perspective on the issue. In
my eyes, it is not to be black or
white or Spanish or Asian first. It is
not so important to be established
as a group but as a person.
To be a person is much harder
than to be any of those mentioned
above. Yes, it is important to be
socially identified with a group.
But the real issue here is figuring out who and what we are, not
who or what we are called. To put
Cl ti!lg on this should be first, i am a
person, for as long as I am assured
of who I am regardless of what you
may wish to call me. I am always a
person first.

all, they have the right to be called
what ever they chose, even if they
can't force anyone to call them
that. But a change doesn't make a
person cultured, that takes work,
and time.

Ted Bokios
Nambi Kelley
lm writing about your article,
"Abortion: A woman's right to
decide" that appeared in the
March issue. I too believe that
women should have the right to
decide if they want an abortion or
not. Sometimes it would be in the
best interest of the mother to get
an abortion.
An example of this is, a doctor
tells a mother her baby is going to
be born deformed.
A mother would most likely want
to end it there than to bring a baby
into the world only to suffer.
Some mothers know they will
not be able to give the baby a good
life. They do not want to bring a
baby into the world that they can't
take care of. Adoption, you say.
Right! Very few children ever get
officially adopted. This is why I
think abortion should be up to the
mother, not the courts.

What's in a name?
I especially liked the article you
printed on the choice of being
called "black" over "African American," by teens.
I had heard a lot on the news
about how Jessie Jackson wanted
to make blacks more culturally
based by changing their name to
"African American,"and I had been
very curious to know how blacks
felt about that.
I, myself, am white, and what I
am called doesn't make much diffrence to me , I've been called,
white , white-ethnic, Greek-American, even "Honky."
I don't mind because there's not
much in a name. I do, however,
prefer to be called Maria. If blacks
feel the need to be called African
Americans, I do not object, after

Maria Nikiforos

Teacher abuse
should stop
Asl was going through the March
issua cf New Expression, I came
across an article titled "Abusive
Studor.ts Create Chaos in Classroom."
Once I got into the article I began to realize that every word
writen told the disappointing truth
of student's behavior with substitutes in the classroom.
The article made me think of all
the classes I've been in that substitutes were treated as if they
wern't even there. I, for one, hope
that it will change. Thanks for a
great article.
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Ruhma Quraish

Teens and politics
should mix
I think your paper is just great. I
love to skim through the pages
and read the articles that interest
me.
This month the blockbuster
story was the one about how the
Mayoral race
left teens
uninterested. We should all know
what goes on in the political world,
after all we are tomorrows futue.

Magda Laska

Let 120,000
readers know
what's on your
mind.
Write to

New Expression,
207 S. Wabash,
I Chicago, II. 60604
New Expression April, 1989
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NEWSBRIEFS

AFTER PROM GUIDE

Hike in minimum wage proposed
This year, teen workers may
get a pay raise.
The present minimum wage of
$3.35an hour may jump to $4.65
an hour by 1991 if congressmen
agree on the minimum wage
plan. To do this, employers
would add 43 cents to the $3.35
wage this year.
Next year another 43 centswould be added. In 1991, the
minimum wage would be set at
$4.65 an hour.
Senators Paul Simon, Edward Kennedy and Orrin Hatch
were among the senators who
said they would vote for a minimum wage hike plan at a Washington meeting.

Erica Hayes, a junior at Hyde
Park and former McDonal9s
employee, thinks it's time for a
wage hike.
" I think $4.65 is a considerable difference from $3.35. We
can't expect much higher.
"I worked hard to make $3.35
an hour from 6:30a.m. to 2 or 3
p.m. all summer after my sophomore year.
"Sometimes you can be
called on your 'off' days to work
if they were short on workers.
You then could have three days
off for the inconvenience but still
it was hard. Taxes also eat up
the little money you made." she
said.

Teen leadership
conferences planned
The Illinois Department of
Public Health and Parents Too
Soon will sponsor two teen leadership conferences on heath
issues affecting youth.
The meetings are designed to
help high school students develop leadership and decisionmaking skills.
To attend any of the meetings,
teens must fill out a registration
form or phone the directors of
those meetings.
The first meeting will take
place at Malcolm X College on

May 11 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The Bobby Wright Community Center cosponsors this
event. For more information,
ask for director Yolanda Taylor
or Ronald Harris at 722-7900.
The Chicago Department of
Public Health will sponsor another teen leadership conference May 12 from 9 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. at Chicago State University
on 95th and King Drive.
Teens planning to attend
must call Jacqueline Harten at
224-0881 to register.

Corporate Chicago sponsors 2,500
summer jobs
Low-income teens who need a
summer job can apply for one
through Corporate Chicago, a
program which seeks to hire
2,500 teens this summer.
Gloria Dooley, director of the Illinois Department of Employment Security, said, " All schools
participate in this program. It's up
to counselors to choose students
they feel are financially neediest
and are capable of doing well on
these jobs."
School counselors will select I

50 students. In order to participate in the program, students
must be at least 16 and have a
"C" average.
Participants also must be able
to read at the eighth grade level
and have at least a 90 percent
school attendance record.
Jobs range from clerical to
maintenance. For more information, call the Illinois Department of Employment Security at
793-3921.

Although it may seem far away, the prom season
is around the corner. New Expression has put
together an informal listing of places you can go
after prom.
The Pump Room is located 1301
N. State. Cost per couple is $50$60.00. Reservations necessary
for prom night. Number 266-0360.
Miomi"s Serbian Club is located
at 2255 W. Laurence. Cost per
couple is about $30. Open 5 p.m.
-2 a.m. weekdays, 3 a.m. Saturday.
Redamaks is located at 2263 N.
Lincoln. Cost is about $10 per
couple. There could be a 30-35
minute wait for seating on weekends.

RESTAURANTS
Calo's"is located at 5343 N. Clar!{.
The prices are $6.95 to $12.95.
Dress is casual and it closes at 2
a.m.
Rodity's is located at 2228.
Halsted. Average cost is $6.25.
Dress is casual. It closes at 2 a.m.
Hennigan's is located at 150 S.
Michigan and 6401 W. Chicago
Ridge. Its average price is $6.50.
Closes at 1:30 a.m.
Friday's is located at 1893 Waldo
Office Square. Its price range is
from $9.95 to $11 .95. Closes at 2
a.m.

McDonalds
located at Ontario
and LaSalle. Prices vary according to tastes. Open 24 hours, this
is one of the best fast food places
in Chicago. It Combines 50's and
60's decor under one roof. A very
affordable after prom activitiy.
Free parking, there may be a wait
for tables.
Pinnacle is located 664 N. Lake
Shore Drive. Cost is about $20
per couple. Jacket and tie are required. Reser.:ations are needed
before 10:30 p.m. Identify your
group as a prom party to recieve
discount.

The Playa Azul is located at 4005
N. Broadway. Its average price is
$10.95. Closes at 2 a.m.

Tania's is located 2659 N. Milwaukee. Cost per couple is $7 to
$15.00. Open until? a.m. Number
235-7120

My Pi is located at 2720 N Clark.
Prices average $15.00 per
couple. Open until2 a.m. Number
929-3380.

Arnie's is located 1030 N. State.
Cost per couple is $50. Art Deco
atmosphere. Number 266-4800.

Ash Manor is located at 1600 W.
Diversey. Very elegant decor w~h
prices to match. Friday andSaturday includes pianist and vocalist;
su~ or tuxedo and dress are mandatory. Cost per couple $70.
Nookies, Too is located 2114 N.
Halsted. Cost per couple is $8-1 0.
Open 24 hours, no reservations
needed.
McMahon's is located 1970 N.
Lincoln. Cost per couple about
$23. Unique sports bar, open until
2am. Reservations needed for
parties of six or more. Number
751-1700.
CHINESE
Delicious Dinsum is located at 216
Frenact. Dress is casual and
closes at midnight and ~ welcomes teens.
FRENCH
C ate Bernard is located at 2100
N. Halsted. The price range is
from $12 to $16 dollars. It closes
at 11 p.m.
GREEK
Dianna's Restaurant Opaa Cafe
Angelo
located at 225 N.
Wabash . The adverage price is $9
to $18.00. It closes at 11 p.m.
STEAK

TECHNICALLY
SPEAKING,

THE ARMY
HAS A LOT
TO OFFER.

They all know th at their health. the1r future. the1r
l1ves and those of their fri ends are more 1mportant
than all the drugs m the world
What's more important to you? Think about it
K1d s everywh ere will be thinking about it the week
of April 24 to 29 dunng KIDS RECOGNITION
WEEK the week we've c hosen to thank kid s helpIng other k1d s lead drug -free lives You could be
one of them

International Council
of Shopping Centers
KIDS RECOG NITION WEEK IS a Public Serv1ce Program
sponsored by the International Council of Shopp1ng Centers

1989

Ed Debevic's is located at 640 N.
Welles. Cost per couple is $15.
50's decor, large groups welcome.
No reservations required.

Don Roths River Plaza Restaurant is located at 405 N. Wabash
Ave. They finish seating on Fridays at 10:30 and on Saturdays at
11:00. The price range is $13 to

What do these kids
have in common?

~~New Expression April,

Carson's the Place for Ribs is located 612 N. Wells (Wells and
Ontario). Cost per couple is $32.
Number 280-9200.

The Anny can g1ve you a definite edge on hfe if you want to
learn valuable high-tech skills. We
offer hard-to-duplicate, hands-on
tratning in a wide variety of challenging specialties. If you qualify,
the Am1y offers training in the
following fields:
• Communications Electronics
• Otgital Communications
Equipment
• Tactical Satellite Microwave
• Avtonics
• Automatic Data
Telecommunications
• Tactical Fire Control Systems
• Computeri
These are just a few of the
h1gh-tech skills in which you can
tram. There are over 250 specialties to choose from. Techntcally
speakmg, the Anny has a lot
to offer. Your Anny Recruiter can
tell you even more. Call today.

926-2640

ARMY.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

AFTER PRoM GuiDE
Continued

$24.95. Number 527-3100

That Steak Joint is located at
1610 N. Wells. The price range is
$16 to $26.50. It closes at midnight. Number 943-5091

after prom goers.
Number 664-6074

Coach Horse Location 141 0 N.
Orleans. 1-4 people to a carriage
for $25. 5-6 people to carriage for
$30.
Number 266-7878

CRUISES

Adventure Sea Tours, located
2418 W. 103rd. Cruise on Lake
Michigan. Last Ride at 11 :1 0.
Number 239-1616

Chicago Carriage Co. located
1428 N. Orleans. Catch them east
of the old Water Tower. $25 1/5
hour. Number 280-8535

Star of Chicago located at 600 E.
Grand. Cost per couple is $89.90
for the dinner cruise. $31.80 for
the cocktail cruise. Open to 1 a.m.
Phone number: 644-5258.

PROM DIRECTORY
Advertiser's Guide to preparing for prom.
Hair

The Look Hair
Studio
30 E. Van Buren
939-2405

Pronto Ristorante i s located at
200 E. Chestnut. Costs per couple
is $40. Phone number: 664-6181.
A 30-minute carriage will cost $75
per couple.

limousine
SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT
DISCOS

Medusa's is located 3257 N.
Sheffield.Costpercoupleis$7.$2
for non-alcoholic drinks. Always a
big prom turnout here. Music and
dancing, there can be a long wa~
in line. Open Friday and Saturday
nights only. restricted to 17 and
older 12 a.m. to 6 a.m.

ASR

NO TEENS ALLOWED

Saures is located at 311 East
23rd Street. Number 225-6171
Hummingbird is located 8620
Ashland Av. Number 445-0500

No Exit Cafe is located 6970 N
Glenwcod. Cost per couple,
weekends $12. Open until2 a.m.
Live folk and soft rock music. Various kinds of coffee and pastries.

Limelight
Hard Rock Cafe
Lillies Blues Club
The Bulls Blues Club
Clubland
Nee's
Cabaret Metro
Riviera Nightclub

Illustrations by Rugen Reyes
and lorraine Reyes

Limousine
2215 W. Belmont
281-6060
Florist

Blooms To Go
2458 W. D iversey
489-5950

CARRIGES

J.C. Caters Limited is located on
North Michigan Avenue. One to
six people to a carriage. Rides for
a half hour cost $30. Welcome

Moosehead Bar and Grill is located at 163 W. Harrison. Cost per
ccuple $8 (cover cahrge). Live
jazz, food served to 1Opm weekdays, until midnight on Saturday.

GET YOUR ·TUX ...
'NSave
MoreBux
atSeno!
The prom is your
special moment ... so
play it up in a tux from
Seno Formal Wear.
We feature designer
tuxedos and tails
including Pierre
Cardin, Etoile, Ce Soir
and Christian Dior.
Seno has the style and
price you want for your
prom. So don't delay!
Stop in at your nearest
Seno location today.

Seno has
your style!
Chicago
6 E. Randolph St
(Northeast corner State & Randolph)
782-1115
111 E Oak St.
280·0800

Jino
FORMAL WEAR

Oak lawn
Greenoaks Shopp1ng Center
(95th & C1cero)
636-2500

Calumet City
R1ver Oaks West
891·2950

Or see us at any one of our other 12 convenient metropolitan Chicago locations.

Special Student Discount
Just bnng 1n your h1gh school I. D. card, and you'll rece1ve a special10%
to 20% student prom discount at any Seno Formal Wear locatton.

DORA LA
COUTURE
•FASHION

Ezyerience tlie spfentfor

CONSULTANT

C.
of a vygone
era. . .

•PROM
GOWNS
•CUSTOM
DESIGN
•SEWING
NSTRUCTION
BRIDES' AND
BRIDESMAIDS'
t:>OWNS

AND OTHER
COUTURIER
SERVICES

8246 S. Kimbark
374-8863
Escort Formal
Wear
3822 W. 111 th St.
Chicago, IL
(2 Blocks E. of Pulaski)
Complete Selection of
Tuxedos and Accessories
Prom Specials
From $59 Complete
Gladys Bridals
Custom Made Dresses for
All Occasions
238-5001

Prom Time
Special!!!
Dieguez
Formal Wear
(Open 7 days a week)
3335 W. North Ave.
For more info dial

342-2110

~
Coach.:J{orseLivery,LTD

1410?{prtr..OrU4r~.r
:for you anti tfuu special person on tliat nigfit to re·
mem6er
rtrave{ tfirougfi Cfiicago 's (jolt£ Coast anti La~front
in antique 19tfi century Victorian carriages.

Coacfies are avaifa6le evenings at tfie west sUfe of tft.e
olt£ Water Tower, 1/2 6lock._ west of :Micfiigan Ylve.
Preference will 6e given to tfiose fioltfing tic~ts from
"Ticket Master•®.
:forfurtfierinformation please calL· 266-7878.

~

Ticket Centers ore located ot all Sportmort and
Rose Records Stores; selected Baskin Clothing
...:..:.==.;,y,.,.-:::.;=;...=;;;...· •• Stores and Corron. Pirie. Scott & Co. locations;
and the Tribu~ TO\Ner.
~

~

Steppin' Out on
Prom 'J{jgh.t
Step out in style
for this year's
rp](Q'Jv(
Your choice of the
many styles to pick
from, at a Rental or
Sale cost that's far
less than you'd expect. Perfect for
when the night says
"Special"
Latest Styles
Rental & Sales at low prices
Large Selection
Wedding Gowns, Bridesmaid, Prom, Cotillion, Communion
dresses, etc.
Invitations & Acessories
Video, Photography, & Limousine Service
Wedding gown cleaning, restoring and preserving service.

J.M. FORMAL WEAR
Tuxedo and Bridal Shop

1ft
\JJJ.IJ}

J"or Your t]v(errwraMe t]v(oments
1817 W . 47th St. Ph. 847-3124
10% to 20% discount with student 10 & this ad
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ENTERTAINMENT

Interview

GUY groves up
the
ladder to
success
By Mary Datcher
Exciting, enticing, energetic and
innovative make up the ingrediants for one of the youngest and
hottest R&B groups around - GUY.
Almost a year ago, these three
men came on the musical scene
with last summer's hit "Groove
Me," debuting on the Black
Singles and Album charts .
Producer and arranger Teddy
Riley, lead vocalist Aaron H<~ll and
youger brother Dam ion Hall make
up this sleek group of talented
individuals.

I

Songs such as "Groove Me,"
"Round and Round," "Teddy's
Jam," and the recently released "I
Like" have brought the group's
self-titled album to the young black
urban crowd.
One of the reasons for GUY's
distinctive sound is the musical
mind of Teddy Atley, 21 , who
began mastering tb ~~~itar, bass,
keyboards and trumpet Nhen l'!G
was 6-years-old.
Before the formation of GUY in
1987, Riley began his profes-

sional career performing in New
York with his group, Total Climax.
He later formed Kids at Work.

Photo courtesy Ray~ond 8oyc
Working with manager Gene
Griffin, Riley began to make an
impact as a producer with well-

COWMBIA COLLEGE

CHICAGO:

The Best Way To The Future.
, .g_

We've Made H

Flexible!

• Immediate unoHtoal
transcnpt evalualion • ~
• Eventng and weekend classes
avatloble
• Liberal transfer credtt poltcy
• Concurrent enrollment with other
schools
• FinanoaI aid avat Iabl e

We've Made H Excellent!
• Personalized educattonal
programs
• Small class stze
• Faculty of worktng professtonals
• Extenstve tntern/co-op
opporiuntt1es

We've Made HComprehensive!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adveritstng
Adveritstng Ari
Aris Management
Donee
English
Fashton Bustness
Fashton Destgn
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FilmNtdeo
Fine Ari
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..,.. • Gra~htc Design
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r great career O
n es
in communications, meclia
and the arts.

Fall Registration Begins
The Week Of September 12th.

• lntenor Design
• Journaltsm
• Magazine Wriling/Edittng
• Marketing
.
• Marketing Communication
• Music
• Mus1c Business
• Photography
• Professtonal Writtng
• Public Relations
•
•
•
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•

Radio
Science and Mathemattcs
Sound Engtneering
Televtston
Theater

312/663-1600, Ext. 130.
Cal today for a tour and appltcalion!

Columbia College Chicago
600 South Mich1gan Avenue
Chtcago, Illinois 60605- 1996
C.o•v""D•O Co• egeodmu~ ~·vdenl~ wtlhou•regora
•o age race, color. sex. reltgton. phys•col hond•cop
and nol!onol or elhnTC ot~gtn

known rap artists, Heaby D & The
Boys, Kool Moe Dee and Doug E.
Fresh .
The reputation of Riley's talents
lead him into the R&B field, producing recording artists Keith
Sweat, Bobby Brown, Johnny
Kemp as well as the Wee Papa
Girls, Boy George, Deja and the
Jacksons
Lead vocalist Aaron Hall said
people are gradually responding
to the group's sound. "GUY has a
new sound. Teddy has produced
so many people with that sound
that they go after it."
Damian Hall said GUY is more
of a family than a recording group.
"We're all brothers, we're like a
family. It's no problem. I watch and
learn. I do the best to my abilities
and together we make the unit of
GUY," he said.
Growing up with am usical background, Aaron Hall said he received his first musical training
from the church.
"I got started from my mother
and father being singers. I was
singing at birth."
Hall has performed with various
gospel groups.
When Teddy Riley and exmember Timmy Gaitif asked him
to join the group, Aaron easily
made the transition from gospel to
secular music.
Although GUY's music has
been commercially successful in
the Urban Comtemporary rad io
market, the group hasn't received
much airplay on the pop stations.
"Just like everyone else we
need a chance," Riley said. "Give
us the chance, play our records
and see how the people like them
and not too many pop stations
have given us that chance yet.
"If they do, we thank them.
Maybe that'll help us crossover but
if not, we're going to continue serving our black urban teen crowd."
At 19, Damian Hall is the
group's youngest member. He
attended Virginia State University ·
for two years before joining GUY.
"I left college because of my
brother, Aaron. If it was anyone
else I would have never left. College was my goal but I've always
loved music. If I didn't get the call
from Aaron or Teddy, I wouldn't
have gone anywhere.•
Selling more than 1,000,000
units has given GUY's debut _record platnium status.
But Riley said G UY records to
entertain - not merely to sell records.
"Since two months ago our
album has been picking up and we
don't even count how many records we've sold ," he said.
"We don't check to see where
we're at on the charts. We just try
to go out and kick behind. If we
can't impress the people that way,
I feel it's time to give up.•

Music Editor
applications for
next year's
New Expression
are now
available.
See page 8 for
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-Movie Reviews

ENTERTAINMENT
'Leviathan:'
looks good but
fails to frighten
By Antonella Russo
"Leyiathan· is a thriller-type
movie starring Peter Weller, Richard Crenna and Amanda Pays.
This movie is set in the deepest,
dali<est areas of the Atlantic
Ocean and is very similar to other
thriller movies such as "Aliens,"
"Friday the 13th " and " Halloween."
"Leviathan· is a movie which
concentrates on seven or eight
occupants of an underwater research laboratory.
These underwater miners are
searching the dali<, silent waters
of the deepest parts of the Atlantic
Ocean, looking for silvers and
other precious metals from the
ocean floor.
I am comparing "Leviathan· with
"Alien~" because in both monster
movies, t:1e victims ;ue preyed
upon by blnnc-~.ungry creatures.
fn com!Jaring the movie "Laviathan" with the movies " Friday th~
13th " and " Halloween," I see a
slight similarity with the way that
this creature keeps coming back
to· attack.
While highly entertaining, thb
movie is no! as good as one would
expect.
Tl1o characters in the film are

'Lean on Me'
offers hope for
students
By Alfson McKen!ie
Forget school reform, bring on
Joe Claok!
"Lean on Me" is the type of
movie that has moviegoers nodding their heads wisely and saying
"That's how it ought to be."
Joe Clark, played by Morgan
Freoman, ~aturns to the New Jersey school where he once taught.
He finds the school plagued by
drugs, gangs and a co:r:;::!ete lack
of discipline.
Clali<, the loud-talking, agressive new principal assumes a dictatorship over both students and
faculty and takes drastic action.
His first act act is to gather all
the drug dealers, gangbangers
and riffraff and expel them in one
mass sweep.
Soon the troublemakers are
out out, the school is clean , the
students love Clark and good
triumphs over evil.
Not quite. In his need for complete control, Clark treats the faculty with the same lack of respe~
as his unruly students, and h1s
abrasive personality makes him
powerful enemies outside of
school.
Although it's based on a true
story, "Lean On Me" is clearly fiction. Clark, with his army of students, beats down all opposition,
from parents and politicians who
want him out.
Although ifs not very realistic,
the movie is uplifting with plenty of
laughs. It also is touching to watch
the students, faculty and Clali<
learn to woli< together toward one
goal: the upcoming basic skills
exam.
"Lean On Me" offers a ray of

mostly there just to hold up the
storyline and to act as background
for the monster to show its face.
If you want to see a movie just
for the mere reason of not having
anything else to do, then you will
like this picture.
This movie does have some

good scenes.lt's a good way to get
a closer look at what you can find
on the ocean floor.
This movie is a little frightening
but overall it is a mild thriller. This
is truly an experience and I recommend that you go see it.

hope to many students suffering
under our present school system.
Although you can't always su~
port Clark's means, his determination and devotion to his students will make you cheer.

comes a Hollywood-formula cop
movie. The "Mighty Quinn." like
many othor mc·.'!cs, ~'.)als with a
crime that seems small on the
surface, but is actually v~ry complex.
Despite the predictable story
line, this film is worth the admi<.>sion price. The Jamaican setting
provides a wealth of excellent
music and picturesque scenery. If
you're a fan of reggae music, be
sure to buy the soundtrack.
There are humorous moments
which also add to the entertainment. Townsend is a natural
comic actor, and Washington
holds his own as both a comic and
dramatic character.
However, Mimi Rogers, who
plays Tom Cruis~s wife, gets lost
in the shuffle. Even though she
was given third billing, her character was unnecessary.
The "Mighty Quinn" is an entertaining movie that will hold your
interest. You will not be disappo inted unless you are expecting
a cinematic milestone.

Setting makes
'The
Mighty
Quinn' flow
By Ethan Stoller

The "Mighty Quinn" is a movie
which is enhanced by its
extraordinary Jam aican setting.
Denzel Washington ("Cf¥ Freedom") plays Xavier Quinn, ch1ef of
police in a Jamaican town.
Quinn's task is to solve a murder,
while also solving his own domestic problems.
The main suspect in the murder
is Maubee, a local legend, played
by Robert Townsend ("Hollywood
Shuffle"). Maubee's character is
fascinating, but the audience does
not see enough of him.
Movie Reviewers
The screenplay was adapted
from the novel "Finding Maubee."
needed
The title of the book suggests that
for future issues of
it focused more on Maubee than
New Expression
Quinn.
Contact Nancy Johnson at
The screenplay is the weak .
663-0543
point of the film, because it be- .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
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Record Reveiws
a minute long and each original
and refreshing. The music is wellcomposed, breezy and relaxing.
The rhyme lines use concrete
imagery and potent words to create an amusing, yet sing-along
type style without all of the bragging and nonsense that a lot of
rappers employ.
"Treadwater," "Ghetto Thang,"
"Buddy" and "Say No Go" are
among the most outstanding cuts

De La Soul
sizzles with
intriguing rap
By Hunter Brumfield
Though there are many styles of
rap music, rarely does a rapper
become popular unless their
sound is like LL Cool J or
Salt'N'Pepa.
Generally speaking, the larger
record companies sign only those
who have a flavor that is already
hit1ing on the market, to ensurethat the company doesen't lose
any money.
Tommy Boy, the Hip Hop label
best
known
for
Afrika
Bambaataa's dance floor classic,
"Planet Rock,• took a major
gamble in signing Trugoy the
Dove, Posdnuos, and P.A. Pasemaster Mase- the "strictly Dan
Stuckie" trio making up De La
Soul.
Having been recognized for
their inexplicit but erotically

on the album.
"3 Feet High and Rising" is
packed full of surprises you'd
never expect to find on a rap record.
It's definitely worth the money
even if you're not a fan of rap
music De La Soul keep their
mouths clean for all you sensitive
rap listeners {if there is such a
thing) or for you people who are
tired of Eazy E.

Guns and Roses shoots to new
heights with latest record
By Jordan Kessler

thought-out melodic jams "Plug
Tunin," "Jenifa (Taught Me)" and
"Potholes in my Lawn," De La
Soul's debut album, "3 Feet High
and Rising• adds to the positive

pile and KOs the negative stareotypes of all rap being uncreative,
thuggish and materialistic.
There are 23 tracks sliced into
the blacJ< wax. Some are just over

r-----------__;.____________________;____
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We feature America's most popular
class rings from Jostens, the
number one class ring
company. Stop in and see
all the reasons Jostens class
rings are #1.

Guns N' Roses, America's last
true street metal band, recently
released an EP titled "GN'R Lies. •
Guns N' Roses singer W. Axl
Rose, guitarists Slash and lzzy
Stradlin, bassist Duff McKagan
and drummer Steven Adler, would
succeed on this album any way
you look at it.
Following the tails of their multiplatinum major label debut "Appetite for Destruction,• any kind of
album would have been loved by
the Gunners' worldwide horde of
adoring fans.
GN'R is the personification of
the metal lifestyle: sex, drugs, and
Rock N' Roll.
Their debut album brought the
world some of ·the best metal
songs ever: "Welcome to the
Jungle," "Sweet Child 0 ' Mine, •
"Paradise City," and "You're
Crazy."
This brings GN'R to a bands'
toughest point: a follow up to a
successful debut. GN'R smashes
past this point on "GN'R Lies. •
"Lies" is produced in two parts.
The first side was recorded live in
1986, and was previously released as the four- son EP "Live

Like a Suicide."
Side one emits the power of a
GN'R concert.
The speed, profanity and power
plow through amps and mikes,
and onto tape.
Side one includes: "Reckless
Life," "Nice Boys," "Move to the
City• and a cover of the
Aerosmith's classic "Mama Kin."
The second side was recorded
during the past year. It contains
some of the best acoustically
based music ever made.
Shunning the easy route, the
Gunners slide through "Patience",
a sure winner, "Used to Love Her
(But I had to Kill Her), • explained
on the album cover as, "a joke,
nothing more," "You're Crazy," a
dramatically different version than
on "Appetite for Destruction," and
"One in a Million,• a blatantly racist
song writ1en from the point of view
of a "small town white boy."
This album has gotten mixed
reviews, but I view it as superb.
This follow-up sets GN'R up for
their next album, which I feel will
be their masterpiece.
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